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i try and place the folds anywhere and everywhere. i end up with multiple folds, so i’m just going to
do one since these cracks all have the same dimensions. here i use an additional pattern of voronoi
shapes with a single segment to drive the voronoi edge right near the base. for this step, i find that

it’s important to wait until the base is ready before adding this pattern. when you go to add the small
pieces, this is the time to make sure the base is set and stable. this isn’t a render issue, so trying to
add the small parts before the cracks are in place is a recipe for failure. in the example below, the

uncolored rough surface breaks the heavy compression lines on the morph. in my work, i often add a
small amount of texture to the rough bevel in order to make the underlying pattern more visible.

once you know the shape of the cracks, creating the actual cracks is easy. i took some crack splines
in zbrush, saved them as a fbx, and then imported them to substance painter to create the "shell" of
the cracks. i do this by marking the vertices that can be moved freely, then moving these vertices to
create a model around the outside edge of the cracks. you can also switch it to a directional bevel to
create a curled pattern. when finished, the cracks can be connected together using spline nodes and
the connecting handles to create a nice smooth formation. the cracks will blend together nicely and

will have less sharp edges. at this point, the cracking pipe is finished. normally, you would already be
outputting the cracks, for this crack, i'm going to create the mask using the geomerty of the cracks.
so, i created a wave texture, added a curvature and moved the texture node up to the "curve" node

to create the mask. this is similar to creating a crack with a beveled mask, except you can use a
pattern instead of just a single color. when done, i used the same mask, but moved it to the "bevel"

node. the invert, multiply by -1. then the curve is turned off. finally, i added a glow to the mask
output. i'll explain the glow settings later.
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to make the cracks, i used voronoi fracture.
there are a few things to think about with

voronoi fracture when doing these types of
materials. first, they can look very similar

to traditional sculpting tools, so its
important to have a very distinct set of
tools for these materials. i use a lot of
weight paint for this, with a few passes

done in the toolkit section of the painter.
the other consideration is that voronoi
fracture can have a lot of options for

tweaking. at first, i didnt realize that any
settings would be shared between different

patterns, and so i designed a new setup.
even that wasnt perfect, and ill show you
the updates in the next section. the first
set of patterns are related to the voronoi

tessellation method that is used to
generate the patterns. each pattern gets
the last values from the previous rows, so
the first pixels are based on the last row,
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the 2nd based on the last two rows, and so
on. the results are very close to each other,
and look identical until you zoom in. in the
cases of small details, the small parts of

the voronoi patterns get scattered in a very
random way, and so the results are very
consistent from one pattern to the next,

even if there are a lot of different patterns.
the next set of patterns were designed to

switch colors for different size classes
based on their saturation. i designed the
first layer to switch from the outside-in.

when size class 11 was reached, the color
switched to blue. the next layer started as
the color 10, and continued in one class at
a time. in the next section, i will show you
the final colors. the outside-in pattern is
not a physical thing, but rather a design
choice for composition. it meant that the
first layer of the cracks was very blue, but
as they got larger and would have more
layers to add to them, the colors would
change to white. there are a lot of cases
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where you can get unexpected results, and
so if you feel unsure of your path, make

lots of tests and tweak them. this is a lot of
fun! 5ec8ef588b
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